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The conventional mosaic has an increasing tendency
to the norm. Where the sociopathic norm is a cloud-atlas
mosaic of academic and humanitarian atypical decisionmakers involve in both academic and humanitarian fraud.

Cult-figures that manifests as a bee-hive but are
intellectually and financially differential. Their endeavors
and projects can be seen as the cult-generator of ideas and
information that feeds into a pathological-following.

Which this cult-following can maturate into a
pathological mass-movement of control freaks and thugs
that knows no bounds. The sociopathic norm is an
unprecedented cult of the Scientific Age -- that is, a
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byproduct of the information age (at the dawn of the
Windows XP revolution). That has cause world-wide
havoc by resorting to fraudulent and dishonest means to
further and sustain their fame and fortune.

While manifesting as a benign colony of academics
and humanitarians, their trickery lies in the manner in
which they structure their thought processes on the worldwide web and in the media. They are nevertheless a
mentality of the herd that is prone to absurd criminality.

Yet psychotics which present themselves as not out
of the ordinary. A crime ring -- that within the worldwide web, group their information profiles into
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differential profiles. Where clueless clues and antisocial
information (in the form of fraudulent research and
humanitarianism that is more than presented as genuine
scholarship and/or substantiated financial analysis).

Whether or not as a Freudian slip or intentional, is
indicative of a psychopathology. More than likely, design
to lure and provoke their readership and/or benefactors
into a pathological mass-movement.

Amongst each other -- as scattered as they are, pursue
their own projects and endeavors. But share similar
cognitive processes (especially cognitive-behavioral
motives of criminal absurdity).
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A norm-collective that is difficult to spot. But when
spotted manifests as a messianic movement of differential
intellectuals and academics of atypical decision-making.
A cloud-atlas mosaic that initially arose as a tendency to
the norm. Yet has become an unprecedented crime-ring
of cult-figures. Cult-figures which has generated a worldwide cult-following, i.e., a pathological mass-movement,
of control freaks and thugs (in an attempt to further and
sustain their fame and fortune by dishonest and fraudulent
means).
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